Chapter 8
Disappearing Ice and Missing Data: Climate Change in the Visual
Culture of the Polar Regions
Lisa E. Bloom and Elena Glasberg

"Whole Earth" as 1960s Icon

T

h e now-familiar 1969 NASA satellite image of Earth as seen from space might have
remained a state secret if not for Stewart Brand's public campaign . Inaugurating
his Whole Earth catalogue with the first satellite photo of the sphere of Earth as
seen from space, Brand's activism transformed the image of a frag ile Earth once censored
by Cold War secrecy into a symbol of responsible environmental practice (Fig. 1). Yet as
lasting as this Earth image may be, the environmental concerns it symbolizes have sh ifted.

Figure 1. Stewart Brandt, cover illust ration,
Whole Earth Catalog (Fall J 969).
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No longer organized by the threat of nuclear annihilation, contemporary environmentalism
focuses more often on lowering global emission rates to avoid dangerous climate disruptions
in the future, resource and water safety and on issues of justice in climatically changing
environments . With the focus on climate change comes a marked concentration in the way
the Earth is being represented. Brand's iconic "Whole Earth" has today been displaced by
just two regions - the Arctic and Antarctic - parts that now stand in for the whole earth On
the verge of ecological collapse.
Because polar ice provid es so much of the global data for climate change, the tracking,
measurement and visualization of polar sea ice, the ice caps, and glacier ice has become a
focus of struggle and discord among scientists, governments, and within growing popular
misrepresentation. Artists such as Subhankar Banerjee, Annie Pootoogook, Lillian Ball,
Jane Marsching, Roni Horn and Andrea Bowers are loosely part of a revival of interest in
environmental activism and art movements of the 1960s and 1970s whose goal it was to save
the planet. l Also influential has been the Significant critical feminist scholarship that has
emerged on the Arctic and Antarctic. Lisa Bloom's book, Gender on Ice, first raised issues
in 1993 on how colonial discourses dating from the early 20th century in many respects
seem to have been revived today by responses to geopolitical change. Elena Glasberg's
problematizing of Antarctica as symbolic and material ice builds on this initial foray, as
do some of the projects of the artists in this book (Glasberg 2011) . Given the ambitious
range of cultural factors that have prompted our focus on the Arctic and Antarctic, it has
taken the feminist collaborative efforts of two of us working together for six months to bring
completion to this project. This article builds on our previous collaboration, which started
with the publication of a special issue of The Scholar and the Feminist and a conference co
organized with astronomer Laura Kay on the topic of the Arctic and the Antarctic and held
at Barnard College in 2008 (Bloom et al. 2008).
In this continuation of our collaborative research project, we are primarily interested
in how the artists produce and analyze what we are broadly calling "data" - facts, material
things, images, and their practices of production and circulation - to intervene in official
state and corporate information on climate change (Bowker and Starr 2000). Artists
have entered the fray with work that does more than illustrate ice fields or measurement
practices. 2 The artists we discuss pressure the constitution, collection, production, analysis
and circulation of climate data, engaging with a problem that goes beyond the suppression
of specific images or data, but to a collective reframing of what constitutes evidence of
changes in the ice, land, animals or native popUlations of the polar regions.

A New Visual History for the Poles

Antarctica and the north polar regions, including Iceland and portions of the US Arctic
territories, haVing long been constructed under the sign of the sublime, the heroic, or as the
excess (or wastelands) of the global system, are now crucial to the resurgence and eruption
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of territorial empire, the advance of big oil, and of national aggrandizement through science
programs and installations. Although the polar regions are often linked through repor ts
(from scientists if not offiCially from the US governm ent) on their shrinking ice masses3
and in widely circulated images of Arctic polar bears and Antarctic pengu ins trapped by
melting ice floes, their geopolitical and geophysical situations are quite distinct. In the
Antarctic, a scientific truce known as the Antarctic Treaty System has remained in effect
since 1959, deSignating the continent as a "frozen laboratory" for science.4 It lacks natives
and the treaty defers compeling national claims into the future of2049. 1he Arctic situation
is markedly different. Its regions are populated by natives and descendants of Europeans
and have undergone multiple colonizations and nationalizations. In the north, warming has
created an open polar sea for the first time in recorded history - and with it many economic
opportunities of sea passages and ports. The circumpolar north has increasingly become
the site of commercial and territorial conflict as the United States, Canada and Russia map
the underwater continental shelf in order to stake claims to what are believed to be vast
deposits of oil, gas and minerals.s Further, the very distinct political histories arising from
the existence of indigenes in the north and its absence in Antarctica create distinct contexts
for visualization and for acting upon global warming.
With the exception of the post- WWII international polar science detente initiated by
the International Geophysical Year (IGY) in 1957-58, the last time the polar regions have
received such intense popular attention was during the height of colonialism in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A surge of broad cultural interest in the polar
regions since the late 1990s, accordingly, has seen re cent reprintings of original narratives of
exploration, new biographies of explorers, and even "reality TV" simulated re -enactments
of their journeys.6 One hundred ye ars ago, the US planting of the flag at the North Pole
by Robert Peary was understood to signify the supremacy of US technology. Similarly,
the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration culminated in the 1911-12 race to the South
Pole between Roald Amundsen of Norway and Robert F. Scott of Britain extended the
ideologies and technologies of empire into uninhabited territories. The Anglo -American
heroes of polar exploration have re-emerged throughout the twentieth century as symbols
of sacrifice, technological prowess, manliness and nationalism (Bloom 1993, Glasberg
1995). But while the breakup of European empire has transformed the academic world
since the 1970s, recognizing the postcoloniality of the polar regions has been delayed
both by the perceived lack of salience of under-populated territories remote from the
imperial centres (an irony worth noting) as well as by the way ice challenges conventions
of territory and modes and goals of human inhabitation. 7 Above all, the concept of
the sublime polar region skewed and distorted by creating a seemingly fresh location
for colonial fantasy apart from Asia and Africa while extending Orientalism to native
populations; by emptying the landscape of any marks of the ways it was clearly inhabited
by natives and instead envisioning it as a proving ground for imperial conquering, or as a
wasteland impervious to any attempt to understand it or to profit from it. In all these ways ,
the sublime made available the polar regions to Anglo-European use and appropriation .s
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This article attempts to redress the relative neglect and serious misappreh ension of these
territories and in approaching their representations th ink through how to see the polar
regions.

Counter Visualizations
Bran d's VISion of the "Whole Earth" provided a holistic retrospect of the Earth, not
simply in its naturalized vision from the impossible vantage of space, but for its hOpeful
transformation of state to public knowledge. Not surprisingly, though, more recent popular
culture tend towards the apocalyptic. The new icons are the stran ded polar bears from lhe
cover of Newsweek 9 and documentary films such as Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth (2005),
Oil On Ice (2005), and Out of Balance: ExxonMobil's Impact on Climate Change (2006) as
well as fictional films such as The Day After Tomorrow (2004), which imagine c1im ale
ravaged futures (List of Disaster Films 2011). Contemporary eco-art too often depicts a
planet in decline. But government and private industry denial and suppression of evidence
of damaging practices - a history dating back to the 1960s - continue to characterize the
context for envisioning the Earth under industrial-ecological duress.
Subhankar Banerjee's photographs entered the controversy about whether the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) should be opened up for oil drilling during a bitterly
contested Senate debate in March 2003, which itself took place within a history of active
censorship of climate change data during the Bush years from 2001 to 2008. Jl\This censorship
took many forms, sometimes involving tacit media complicity, and other times more direct
suppression of military satellite images and even reports - as was the case with the Bush
administration's censorship of the landmark 2008 report compiled by scientists from
eight Arctic nations to give policy makers recommendations on safer extraction of energy
resources from the Arctic (Goldenberg and Carrington 2009, Glick 2008, Howden 2008).
In Virtually every other nation in the world, oil and minerals, no matter whose proper ty
they lie beneath, are held in common by the nation's people. However, this is not the case
in the United States, and private companies lobbying for preferences for lucrative drilling
leases in part explains why ecological discourse and ecological art in the United States
overlaps often with anti-capitalist and anti-government positions.
The unusual move to censor Subhankar Banerjee's photographs of the Arctic National
Wildlife Reserve at the Smithsonian in 2003 suggests the power that big oil had in the
United States during the Bush administration, and how art work was as liable to censorship
as the reports that ran counter to Bush administration interests. For example, one of
Banerjee's original captions for a close-up image of a sandpiper read: "This species, a long
distance traveler, migrates each year from Argentina" (Sischy 2003) (Fig. 2). Stripping away
its reference to the migration pattern , the censored caption description of "a buff-breasted
sandpiper" artifiCially highlighted the photograph's realist aesthetics. Further, the edited
captions narrowed attention to the merely taxonomic aspects of the aerial panoramas of

Figure 3: Subhankar Banerjee, Brant and Snow Geese Ivirll Cltlc!:s (200(
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Figure 2: Subhankar Banerjee, Sa/1dpip er (2002 ).
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Figure 3: Subhankar Banerjee, Brant and Snow Geese with Chicks (2006) . Photograph, 68 x 86 inches.
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anim al migration and effectively curtailed recognition, much less analysis, of Banerjee's bold
integration of visual data, aesthetics and political concern for the lifecycle of the animals
inevitably migrating beyond both the photographic frame and the Smithsonian's framing
(Fig. 3).
Banerjee's interdisciplinary eye and activist's devotion to truth may well have emerged as
a result of his scientific training. Since 2001 Banerjee has been working for the protection
of the native Inupiat and Athabaskan Gwich'in against incursion and contamination by the
fossil-fuel industry, which was already dangerously close to the Arctic W ildlife P reserve in the
oil and gas fields known as Prudhoe Bay. For these indigenous communities, fuel-resource
development conflicts with food resources , and so has become a human rights issue, I I The
images Banerjee produces under these circumstances thus serve as both art and as data
that connect the Arctic to other lands and oceans on the planet by providing visual p roof of
how hundreds of millions of birds migrate from every continent to the Arctic each spring
to nest and rear their young. Indeed, the photographs share in the basic production modes
of science: direct observation, surveying and mapping, data collection and documentation,
and finally visual display. A viewer can track with great precision the porcupine caribou
migration, or count the beluga whales, or the types and number of birds within the frame
of Banerjee's photographs - much in the mode of field observation. And while the images
are of fleeting migrations, unlike most landscape photographers who sojourn through sites
to capture fugitive images, Banerjee's conservationist ethics and training as a scientific
observer show through his commitment to spend lengthy periods of time in living in what
he refers to as the "Iand-as-home."
Banerjee's photographs remind us that scientific projects also have an aesthetic dimension,
perhaps not apparent in scientific accounts. Though at first glance, his colour photographs
of Alaska invite comparison to those of Ansel Adams, a founder of modern landscape
photography, Banerjee's landscapes cannot be read as grand - and artificially emptied 
monuments to be filled in with a sense of scopic ownership. By deliberately photographing
several ecologically and culturally significant areas of the American Arctic being targeted
for oil, natural gas and coal development, Banerjee undermines the majestic permanence
suggested in Adams's photographs of Yosemite Park. And while much of Banerjee's
photography of migratory patterns impose an aerial or god's eye perspective that seems
also to quote Adams, this aerial (or satellite) perspective often erases all ideas of a horizon
and disorients rather than settles the viewer. It takes a moment to reorient perspective in
his photographs and to recognize the caribou herds, or other wildlife moving through his
images as real and not abstractions, and that the absorbing and detailed visual dram a playing
out across the 60" x 72" large colour print is a mobile civilization being threatened by the
global need for inexpensive fossil fuels (see colour plate 10). Banerjee's version of the high resolution satellite view, rather than promoting a human -centred imperial sense of ownershIP
over a grand, inviolate landscape, invites intense concern on the part of the viewer, \vho J1lay
anxiously track the signs of animal migration across a non-human purposed terrain th~t
becomes less map-like and more fragile under the close attention its size and scale dema n .
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Banerjee shifts the purpose of h is images from documenting a landsca
available for the taking to developing a form of environmentalist art ph.
up the distinction between art and SCience, and particularly re-ima~
data - and as evidenced by the Smithsonian censorship episode _ ho'
displayed and analyzed for the national public.

Lillian Ball: New Media, Missing Ice

Like Banerjee, Lillian Ball in her 2007 project "66,32,50" also sees the f
the negotiation of global environmental politics as well as a place on the
But rather than work with the way that photography fixes its subject, I
fragility and ephemeral quality of ice by creating her work as a video I
melting ice that will inevitably disappear (Figures 4 and 5). And like I
compiling data and analyzing data - in her case, specifically of the dwir
from 1990-2040. However, Ball moves away from traditional photogr
of capture, development and display and instead draws from new mec
attached to material permanence and linear time frames. When Ball I
2007 in Jukkasjarvi, Sweden over 1,000 satellite photographs offering ft
the ice in the Arctic is disappearing were also being withheld from the
administration. These images, not released to the general public until
the Obama administration, proVide troubling evidence of how "more th
kilometres of sea ice, were missing" in the summer of 2007 comparee
year (Goldenberg and Carrington 2009). Ball asserts she drew on alread
extensive research that included collaboration with scientists and conv,
Sami people who notice "how the tree line is riSing, how reindeer here <
of lichen, and how below zero weather never lasts as long as before" (Ball
indigenous Sami are an important Source of knowledge, not least becat
is under severe strain due to the global warming they witness directly.
government does not dispute the evidence of warming, Ball conveys thn
political and economic solutions should include helping the locals and
them as data points on a map that has during the creation of her piece l::
to outside economic development aimed at exploiting possible shipping
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Banerjee shifts the purpose of his images from documenting a landscape that makes it look
available for the taking to developing a form of environmentalist art photography that opens
up the distinction between art and science, and particularly re-imagines what counts as
data - and as evidenced by the Smithsonian censorship episode - how this data might be
displayed and analyzed for the national public.

Lillian Ball: New Media, Missing Ice

Like Banerjee, Lillian Ball in her 2007 project "66,32,50" also sees the Arctic as a key site in
the negotiation of global environmental politics as well as a place on the verge of catastrophe.
But rather than work with the way that photography fixes its subject, Ball underscores the
fragility and ephemeral quality of ice by creating her work as a video projection on actual
melting ice that will inevitably disappear (Figures 4 and 5). And like Banerjee, she is also
compiling data and analyzing data - in her case, speCifically of the dwindling Arctic ice cap
from 1990-2040. However, Ball moves away from traditional photography and its tropes
of capture, development and display and instead draws from new media technologies less
attached to material permanence and linear time frames . When Ball made her project in
2007 in Jukkasjarvi, Sweden over 1,000 satellite photographs offering further evidence that
the ice in the Arctic is disappearing were also being withheld from the public by the Bush
administration. These images, not released to the general public until late July of 2009 by
the Obama administration, provide troubling evidence of how "more than a million square
kilometres of sea ice, were missing" in the summer of 2007 compared with the previous
year (Goldenberg and Carrington 2009) . Ball asserts she drew on already available data and
extensive research that included collaboration with scientists and conversations with local
Sami people who notice "how the tree line is riSing, how reindeer here are starving for lack
of lichen, and how below zero weather never lasts as long as before" (Ball 2007). For Ball, the
indigenous Sami are an important source of knowledge, not least because their way of life
is under severe strain due to the global warming they witness directly. While the Swedish
government does not dispute the evidence of warming, Ball conveys through this work that
political and economic solutions should include helping the locals and not merely seeing
them as data points on a map that has during the creation of her piece become newly open
to outside economic development aimed at exploiting possible shipping routes .
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Marsching: Modelling Climate Change

Jane Marsching, in collaboration with Mitchell Joachim, also creates her Own I
this case purely fictional) that projects into the future of a virtual world titled, "Te
1 Future North (Fig. 6)." But unlike Ball, whose data project ions are based on s
modelling, Marsching playfully imitates Gore's populist An Inconvenient Tn
power Point presentation. The 3-minute-long videotape begins by asking the viewe
would life be like to live at the North Pole in 100 years? " By way of an answe l
animation depicts major cities of the earth floating off and converging in the Arctic (s~
plate 2). An operatic voice singing the headlines from a Google News search for th
Pole" on 21 March 2007 supplies a plaintive affect for the dire prognosis of a d rowl
civilization. Yet the visualization itself resists emotional inflections, as the world cil
in turn drift away to re-assemble at the North Pole in an alm ost satisfyingly order
urban migration. The scenario of a supercontinent centred on the formerly remo i
Pole plays on apocalypse hysteria; it both calms and disturbs as it references th e (

Figure 4: Lillian Ball, 66, 32, 50 (2007). Video animation of Arctic ice melting m aps
projected on ic e sc ulpture, 45 cm high x 1 m etre x 1 metre. Accessed 6 Jun e 2011 from the
Lillian Ball website: http://wwv>..!illianball.com/envwork.html.

Fi gure 5: Lillian Ball , 66, 32, 50 (2007) . Video an imation of Arctic ice m el li ng maps
projected o n ice sculpture, 45 cm high x 1 m etre x 1 metre. Ac c~~se d 6 Jun e 201 1 from the
Lillian Ball website: htlp:/l www.li llianball. com /cnvwo rk.h rml.
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Fi gure 6: Jane Marschin g and Mitchell Joachim / Terrefon n 1, Future North: HOl1g Kong (2008) .
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Jane Marsd u ng: Modelling Climate Change
Jane Marsching, in collaboration with Mitchell Joachim, also creates her own data (in
this case purely fictional) that projects into the future of a virtual world titled, "Terreform
1 Future North (Fig. 6)." But unlike Ball, whose data projections are based on scientific
modelling, Marsching playfully imitates Gore's populist An Inconvenient Truth -style
powerPoint presentation. The 3-minute-Iong videotape begins by asking the viewer "What
would life be like to live at the North Pole in 100 years?" By way of an answer, digital
animation depicts major cities of the earth floating off and converging in the Arctic (see colour
plate 2). An operatic voice singing the headlines from a Google News search fo r the "Nor th
Pole" on 21 March 2007 supplies a plaintive affect for the dire prognosis of a drowned high
civilization. Yet the visualization itself resists emotional inflections, as the world cities each
in turn drift away to re-assemble at the North Pole in an almost satisfyingly ordered mass
urban migration. The scenario of a supercontinent centred on the formerly remote North
Pole plays on apocalypse hysteria; it both calms and disturbs as it references the dream of

32,50 (2007). Video animation of Arctic ic e melting maps
'e, 45 em high x I m etre x I metre. Accessed 6 June 20 II from the
:!/www.lillianbaILcom/envworkhtml.

32,50 (200 7). Video animation of Arctic ice melting maps
, 45 cm high x I metre x] metre. Accessed 6 June 20]] from the
.fwww.lillianball.com/envworkhtml .
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Figure 6: Jan e Marsching and Mitchell Joachim / Terreform 1, Future North: Hong Kong (2 008).
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natural adaptation to disaster as well as the technological fix, even while presenting an Earth
massively defamiliarized as a result of climate change. Marsch ing's anim~tio n in imitat ing
the speeded up modes of simul ation and in mashing-up science and sCI-fi, clean s up the
conceptualization of disastrous climate change and human mass migration with a viSion
that is all the more chilling for its matter-of-fact clarity.
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Annie Pootoogook: An Indigenous "Frame" for Climate Change
W hile the mode of virtual modelling lends itself to futurist fantasy, indigen ous artists
such as Annie Pootoogook offer a more grounded and experiential, but no less fantastical
visualization of the effects of industrialization on their culture. Scientists use the tenn
"Arctic paradox" to describe how the most remote spots on Earth turn out to be among the
most polluted (Cone 2005). One of the effects of the Arctic paradox is that people living in
the Arctic are unable to eat much of the local food sources traditionally available to them
(walrus, seal, whale and bears ) and of necessity turn to less healthy processed foods available
in the government-run co-op. Pootoogook's art practice thoroughly mines the paradoxes
of contemporary native life in the Arctic, and in its choice of materials and objects offers
even more paradox. Isolated domestic items like eyeglasses, a bottle of Tylenol, or a jar of
preCisely labelled "Co-op peanut butter" loom dreamily in some images, while in others
the eerily captured face on a television screen, or a discordant scene of a woman smashing
bottles in her backyard attest to a native way of seeing their environment in the process
of irretrievable change causing great social disruption (Figs 7, 8, 9). POintedly refusing to
display the crafts and outdoor scenes of her artist foremothers, Pootoogook instead offers
the very symbols of Sight, art-making, and even sustenance.
Her preferred medium of "primitive" or child's crayon also refers back to the art markel
that has brought her recognition and success and suggests an untold story of pressured
adaptation. Drawing what she sees in front of her eyes and - and throwing these disturbingly
drab and even degraded Sights back in the face of the non -native art buyer - Pootoogook
redefines art historical and social categories that have often in the past had the effect of
limiting the range of expression as well as the life possibilities of her people. Refrigerators
(the height of irony in the Arctic), radios and mirrors draw the attention of the native
figures, who seem trapped within the walls of dwellings designed in the boxy suburban
style more appropriate to the lower 48. Yet the eye of the viewer, too, is drawn to these
technological focal pOints of TV and video screens, and is thus implicated in a range of
disruptions of native culture - from unfolded clothes to domestic violence (Fig. 10). Thus
Pootoogook's parody of auto -ethnographic documentation disturbingly echoes the ''Arcti c
paradox" caused by off-site industrialism (or the mass manufactured and inauthentic)
visited in disproportion on the least industrialized.
Pootoogook's art and its reception within the field ofInuit art history complicate questions
regarding the kind of suppression of information that motivates, for example, Banerjee's
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Figure 7: Annie Pootoogook, Glasses, Pen, Pencil, and Erasei' (2006). Ink and pencil c ra)'o
lUingworth Kerr Galler)', Alberta College of Art and DeSign, Canada; Annie Pootoogo ok', cur
(Transcontinen tal Litho Acm e, Montreal, 2007) , 17.
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Figure 7: Annie Pootoogook, Glasses, Pen, Pencil, and Eraser (2 006). Ink and pencil crayon on paper, 20 x 26 in.,
IUingworth Kerr Gallery, Alberta College of Art and Design, Canada; 'Annie Pootoogo ok', curated by Nancy Campbell
(Transcontinental Litho Acme, Montreal, 2007), 17.

Figure 8: Annie Pootoogoo k,
Annies Tylenol (2006). Pencil
crayon on paper, 17.5 x 20 in .,
lIIingworth Kerr Gall ery, Alberta
College of Art and Design,
Canada; 'Annie Pootoogook',
cu rated by Nancy Campbell
(Transcontinental Litho Acme,
Mon treal, 2007), 12.
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Figure 9: Annie Pooto ogook, Memory of My Life: Breaking Bottles (2002). Ink and pencil crayon on paper, 20 x 26 in .,
lllingworth Kerr Gallery, Alb erta College of Art and Design, Canada; 'Annie Pootoogook; curated by Nancy Campbell
(Transcontinental Litho Acm e, Montreal, 2007), 14,

photography-as-data , In the case of Pootoogook, it is not so much that information
about the ways that native land and society is changing due to industrialization has been
suppressed or missing, but that the inequality between native and non-native ways of life
and 'ways of seeing can often result in further diminishing native self-fashioning. However
well-meaning, art historical cliches in which Pootoogook becomes a less authentic Inuit, or
feminized victim within Inuit society, entirely miss her new evidence of how environmental
disaster stems not only from the material mini-disasters of industrialism like oil drilling
and tanker spills. Seeing through Pootoogook's glasses transforms the scenes of her life in
the Canadian Arctic into otherwise uncollected and unacknowledged data of a changing
environment and CO-implicates a range of actors and processes - evidence that parallels
the counter-archives of Banerjee and Ball of the effects of a warming polar region within an
indigenous frame .
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Roni Horn's multimedia installation in Stykkisholmur, Iceland, Vatnasafn: Library of Water
(2007), directs concern for the effects of anthropogenic climate change to an ideal location
for thinking through debates on public control and responsibility As h'jrs to an uncontested
European colonization of an unoccupied territory, Icelanders both chafe against and revel in
their relative estrangement from European prosperity and imperial fO Wldation. Ironically,
Iceland's recent transformation to an ind ustrial society has taken place precisely at a
point where indus trialization has become a question and problem, rather than a given of
modernization.
Vatnasafn: Library of Water intervenes among public policy, climate crisis, and Icelandic
geophysical and cultural history to reinvent how data on glacier melt is collected, displayed,
circulated, analyzed and ultimately conceptualized. Consisting of 24 glass tubes filled with
water collected from the island's many glaciers and set in a former library, whose widened bay
window looks out onto the shore, and including a collection of local stories about weather
(to which the public is encouraged to add) as well as public rooms and an apartment fo r
hOUSing visiting writers, Vatnasafn is a cultural ecosystem inviting and producing Icelandia
(Fig. 11). Horn admits that" [tJhis idea of an archive of water is completely absurd but at the
same time hideously ... apt. In some sense, an endgame, since many of these sources will no
longer exist in a matter of years" (Horn 2007). Mixing registers of the absurd, Vatnasafn's
production and presentation of climate data has gained Significance specifically within the
coincidence of the geophysical crisis of Iceland's receding glaCiers and its recent economic
"melt down".
The tubes mimic the shape of the major form of glaciological research: the ice core of
layered accumulated precipitation and trapped air bubbles. Ice cores are painstakingly
drilled and often hand-carried back from the field to lab for study by scientists careful that
they not break or crack. But in Horn's sculpture they are instead melted, in the form of
water. Ice cores are a material sample of sedimented ice; they are in a way the terroir, or the
particularity of origin, of ice. Much of the data derived from ice cores founds global warming
science. Under "Creating the Archive" a web visitor to the Vatnasafn site maintained by its
funder, British A rchangel, can click on still photography documentation of "The Source:'
"The Ice;' "Collecting the Ice;' "Ice to Water:' and "Filling the Archi'.'e" (Horn 2007) . Horn's
process thus takes on more meaning than it might within an art historical context, and
points also to the scientific field notes, labelling, and other practices that ensure the purity
and even reproducibility of the data and results.
Vatnasafn shuttles the viewer and participant between scientific and linguistic modes
of produclion and consumption - and in effect dirties the diSCiplinary and day-to-day
practices of science and literature. Vatnasafn's re-fu nctioning of a library also counters
European scripts of Iceland as a "backward, isolated, and hopeless nation" (Ingvarsdottir
2003). As Icelanders circulate -like water or ice - through the former "stacks" re- functioned
as a collection of data - a literal and metaphoriC library of water - this data threatens to leak
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Figure 10: Roni Horn , VATNASA FNlLibrary of Water (2007). Commissioned and produced by Artange!. Courtesy of
Artange!. Photo by Stefan Altenburge.

and to refuse containment. The (presumably waterproof) rubberized floor of the installation
is embedded or tracked through with words for weather in both English and Icelandic
that double as descriptions of personality - cool, frigid, sunny, nasty - indexing the many
linguistic repertoires for capturing the changeable medium. In passing through, Icelanders
become complicit - and potentially drowned - in data. These containing frames of water's
own surface tension and of the borders of Iceland itself promise to deliquesce beautifully,
and yet tragically.
Alongside its disturbing associations, Vatnasafn also offers hope to those who circulate
among its exhibits, who add to its library of water their own stories of weather, who literally
walk among the words for personality and weather cut into the flooring, and whose images
are distorted through glaciers turned by temperature and containment into statuary; if the
data is us, then we might relate to it (and ourselves and our climate-disturbing actions)
as other than disembodied facts to be analyzed in labs. Vatnasafn thus offers to link the
liquidities of literature, lan guage, narrative, economics, industrial fabrication, and bodily
movement to a hope that people can recognize themselves in the data - or, as data - and
132

Figure 11 : Roni Horn, VATNASAFNlLibrary of Water (2007). Com missioned and pr
Artange!. Photo by Cedric Schonwald.
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Figure 11: Roni Horn, YATNASAFNl Library of Water (2007). Commissioned and produced by Artange!. Courtesy of
Artange!. Ph oto by Cedric Schonwald.
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respond to the menace of anthropogenic climate change. Vatnasafn pressures connection
to, in Horn's phrase, "recognize the water in us" beyond the surface tension of convention,
discipline, national difference, or geographical boundaries to multiply identification and
sympathy beyond the strict definition of data in science.
But the very impossibility and irrationality of the drive to archive and display is also a
function whose purpose is to exceed science and to create an affective possibility for data.
When data is arranged (or analyzed) as art, the visualization practices of science become
implicated in the cultural. Both ends of the art/science status quo - art as beyond culture
or as pure aesthetics and science as pure knowledge - cannot survive Horn's "melt down':
Horn's fascination with the possibilities and limits of the archive intersect with social
and feminist history's concern for what was missing from the written record, or for what
We might consider here lost, suppressed, or non -existent data. In her 1982 short story "Sur;'
Ursula Le Guin disturbed the flow of imperial history by retroactively inserting an alternative
story of the discovery of the uninhabited South Pole by South American women, who arrive
in 1910 before both Amundsen and Scott. Yet their choice to leave "no footprints" is a form
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of resistance to grand narratives of possession and conquering. Instead of monuments to
themselves or t heir n ations , the women engage in small-scale and site -specific practices
of survival, including art making. One of the characters sculpts using the only m edium
available: ice. But her sculphlres, like the footprints and claims the women refuse, wili never
become properly historical. In the words of the narrator's hidden (or lost) diary, "That is the
price of sculpting in ice" (Le Guin 1982).
Horn too is creating knowledge 110t picked up by official state or scientific discourse. 111is
activist practice produces not just visual data, but creales narratives in wh ich the images
take on communicative political meaning, a register made evident by the use of words
as material and visual motifs beyond their instrumental or rational Signification. As with
Pootoogook, this reflective re -functioning of Iceland's people, views, and frames, its land,
water, and stories challenges assumptions about what natives see, do, experi ence and k now.
If Horn's monument to Iceland's melting glaciers seems insufficiently confrontational about
the finality of the environmental damage it visualizes, its more gentle invitation to Icelanders
to participate in documenting environm ental processes also perhaps indicts short -sighted
local economic progressivism, as its layering of distorting lens es echoes the surrealism and
basic non-transparency of seeing as an embodied and represented practice.
Can Icelanders Circulating through the installation recognize the water in themselves
and in the story they are collectively writing: that the end of the Earth is already legible?
111is surrealist data cannot serve regimes of truth and nation. The entire library of water
is refracted in the embedded words for weather that cannot be distinguished from people
using words for ice, from personalities and states of nature. Art, language, scientific data all
melt together, reflecting and refracting and more than distorting - remaking the possibiliti es
of reportage, protest, and people in the living ice. Horn's implication of the linguistic ill
visualizing practices and within science's observational modes contrasts with the more
conservative form of Banerjee's photo-caption relation (before or after the censoring). For
Horn, the image and its caption or explanation can never be separate; they are literally co
constituting in the object of Iceland. While both artists are interested in the data in art and
the art of data, Horn's political surrealism protests in its refusal to separate levels and modes
of making meaning.
In its openness to additions of data, ever- changing weather through its picture windows,
and in the flow of people through its public use rooms, Vatnasafn contains what Horn calls
inner geography - or the internalization of power - to conceive and thus change the world
through images. The idea that the peopl e could change the world through image-maki ng
was a major effect of Brand's campaign to release the "Whole Earth" image. His account of
how the image came to him in 1969 looking out over San Francisco city skyline tripping
on LSD underscores the way that his vision connected individual, located and embodi ed
experience to wholeness, which inner geography updates through a feminist genealogy
(Brand 1999). The last section of the essay assembles the practices and histori es of femi nism,
native-centred environmentalism, and the politics of gallery art versus installation of site
specific political protest wi thin new narratives of image-making and world-changing.

Andrea Bowers: Narrating Data
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Figure 12: Andrea Bowers, M ercy M ercy M e (2009).
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Andrea Bowers: Narrating Data

As a surrealization of data and the museum experience, Vatna safn is a p rotest piece that
protests being read as protest art. Yet a younger generation of artists directly reference the
visual style and the politics of 1960s protest art. One such artist is Andrea Bowers, whose
2009 mixed media gallery show "Mercy Mercy Me" held at th e Andrew Kreps Gallery in
New York City echoes in its title Marvin Gaye's 1971 anthem subtitled "The Ecology." The
installation connects Gwich'in Alaskan struggles against oil corporations' development
plans to Nigerian resistance to its government's collusion with Shell Oil in the 1990s.
Bowers incorporates her own drawings, videos she created herself or found and re
functioned, collective bead working with Gwich'in women, and a protest banner from the
time of the Exxon Valdez oil spill (Fig. 12). The installation integrates native, ecofeminist,
gallery, craft, and local and global modes of image-making and display. ,\Ithough the
Exxon Valde z protest produced a legal settlement as conclusion to a narrative of struggle,
the banner's redisplay in a gallery setting, along with Bowers's integration of the sto ry of
Nigerian struggle offers a new kind of image-making and world-changing through re
narration of native protest.
The banner is painted on black oilcloth, a fabric trad itio nally used on boats, and is
fraved and worn with use, time, and probably rough storage; it has been rescued and placed

Figure 12: Andrea Bowers, Mercy Mercy Me (2009 ).
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Figure 13: Andrea Bowers. Julie Anderson . Syndee C rice. Kat. Karen E. Palmer. C.M. Pico. Mi chele Rowe. SnoCat. Ken
Saro -Wiwas Last Words (2009). Bead work. bind er of ema ils. 8. 5 x 78 in.

in this setting but not materially restored. The banner, which once hung on a trawler in
Kachemak Bay, features the slogan: "Alaskans/Still Fighting", which encircles a hand painted
re-rendering of the iconic "Whole Earth". But this Earth differs significantly from the
mechanically reproduced, even banal versions so common in advertisements and all form
of visual culture. This version, remade by local hands, quotes yet exceeds the remarkable
iconicity and circulation of the Brand globe. As the banner represents the local native protests
against the 1989 Exxon Valdez accident itself and the incomplete and inadequate clean-up as
well as the long-term consequences for the natives, the struggle is always between native and
citizen (or "Alaskan") positions, with their separate yet forcibly aligned histories.
The power of Bowers's tattered protest banner stems in part from the amateurish quality
of its recreation of the Brand "Whole Earth" icon - and thus its rescue of the icon from
decades of over-slick marketing - as well as from the material fraying of the banner itself. The
damage it has sustained - the material holes and incompleteness, as well as the paradox of
its memorializing an ephemeral or "dated" event, stands in for the violence of an incomplete
"clean up" forgotten by the world so hopefully evoked by "Whole Earth': Although seemingly
addressed by progressive law and improved environmental technologies, the on-going
effects of the spill remain inassimilable from the pOint of view of the people who must live
with the damage.
Bowers's collaboration with Gwich'in artists exceeds the spaces of the local and the gallery
in the story of struggle against big oil. The distinction between art and activism comes under
pressure, especially in the consideration of what kind of data is produced in collaborations
between outsider (artists) and native artists who draw on indigenous practices of crafts like
beadwork, "reading" the land and observation and it brings into proximity anti-corporate
indigenous struggle from around the globe - all under the banner of Brand's re- functioned
"Whole Earth':
Materials are not so much re-functioned as refashioned in the beadwork banner "Ken
Saro-Wiwa's Last Words (Fig. 13):' Saro-Wiwa was murdered in 1995 (along with eight
others) by the colonialist Nigerian government for colluding against Shell Oil's strong
arm tactics in maintaining their economic empire (Hammer 1995, Boyd 1995, Pilkington
2009). Enlisting the skills of Gwich'in women artists in creating the banner, Bowers enacts
the visual logic of the connected, integrated Earth in her art practice as well, by stringing
together Alaskan native histories of resistance to similar struggles of the Nigerian people
against Shell Oil. The outcome of the legal case against Shell and their payment of $1.5
billion in reparations further opens up questions around the status and use of evidence
136
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Conclusion: Damaging Data
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States is that the Obama administration is shifting the previ(
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the slogan: ''Alaskans/Still Fighting'; which encircles a hand pain ted
nic "Whole Earth". But this Earth differs significantly from tlle
d, even banal versions so common in advertisements and all form
ersion, remade by local hands, quotes yet exceeds the remarkable
of the Brand globe. As the banner represents the local native protests
faldez accident itself and the incomplete and inadequate clean-up as
lsequences for the natives, the struggle is always between native and
lsitions, with their separate yet forcibly aligned histories.
's tattered protest banner stems in part from the amateurish quality
Brall1d "Whole Earth" icon - and thus its rescue of the icon from
rketing - as well as from the material fraying of the banner itself. 1h e
- the material holes and incompleteness, as well as the paradox of
lemeral or "dated" event, stands in for the violence of an incomplete
e world so hopefully evoked by "Whole Earth': Although seemingly
e law and improved environmental technologies, the on-gOing
inassimilable from the point of view of the people who must live
with Gwich'in artists exceeds the spaces of the local and the gallery
ainst big oil. The distinction between art and activism comes under
e consideration of what kind of data is produced in collaborations
) and native artists who draw on indigenous practices of crafts like
land and observation and it brings into proximity anti-corporate
around the globe - all under the banner of Brand's re-functioned

1

nuch re-functioned as refashioned in the beadwork banner "Ken
(Fig. 13)." Saro-Wiwa was murdered in 1995 (along with eight
t Nigerian government for colluding against Shell Oil's strong
g their economic empire (Hammer 1995, Boyd 1995, Pilkington
of GWich'in women artists in creating the banner, Bowers enacts
nnected, integrated Earth in her art practice as well, by stringing
istories of resistance to similar struggles of the Nigerian people
tcome of the legal case against Shell and their payment of $1 .5
ther opens up questions around the status and use of evidence

within the context of law. The language and regimes of the state and the oil companies who
devastate indigenous lands can work both ways - to kill and to repair. Yet the revisualization
of the protests of past eras - the re-functioning of a banner of an icon of the ecological
movement and the capturing of Saro-Wiwa's lost protest words into a beadwork banner that
makes global connections between anti oil company struggles - suggest that data and its
modes of production, presentation and circulation will always exceed the systems, whether
of visual meaning or justice, in which they are instrumentalized.
The exhibit and its banners do more than rework and string together images of suppressed
resistance to oil conglomerates. In re-memorializing the struggle over the Exxon Valdez oil
spill and its near-forgotten and incomplete "clean up" from the point of view of the people
who must live with the damage, the exhibit dirties the data and refuses the cleansing of
amnesia and denial. All these artists reveal in their works the human consequences of
corporate and governmental abandon that paradoxically takes place under the "banner" of
progress and modernization - and passes for justice.

Conclusion: Damaging Data
We conclude this article against a background of persistent attacks on the basic science of
climate change as the prospects for comprehensive climate change legislation have evaporated
since the 2010 US election. The recent controversy over politicized bias and suppression of data
in the US underscores the difficulties in narrating and representing data on climate change,
even within scientific communities in which probability, not certainty, shapes the presentation
and analysis of data (Revkin and Broder 2009). As such, science leaves room for scepticism
and uncertainty, whether it is about the extent or pace of global warming, or about ilie data
assembled or the analytiC methods themselves. Climate change remains a highly contested
narrative, particularly in Russia, where the science of global warming is least accepted. Russia
believes that global warming might benefit the country by freeing up a melting Arctic for
oil and gas exploration, as evidenced by its planting by submarine of the Russian flag on the
seabed at the North Pole in 2007 ("Russia Plants Flag" 2007) . Against such matter-of-fact
nationalist management, popular docudramas and fictions thematizing climate change tend
to be apocalyptic, entertaining and frightening people rather ilian raising awareness in a way
that can lead to public dialogue and eventually policy. A sign of positive change in the United
States is that the Obama administration is shifting the previous government's approach to
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Figure 14: Op-ed illustration, Open
Ne w York, New York Times, 28
February 2010.

As both Poles face a speeded-up and distorted version of modernize
global eco no my, it is crucial to think knowledgeably, as well as critica
around which so many vital concerns revolve. As more and more n ,
become involved in the either trying to profit from or control ace
of this evolving circumpolar world, practices of visualization in art
politicized and commercialized icon-creation generate both meanin!

Notes

energy exploration by extending the comment periods and providing other obstacles to oil
leasing and drilling.
What is most striiGng for our consideration of the legacy of the "Whole Earth" as an icon
of ecological protest is the image that accompanies a New York Times op-ed by Al Gore
troping "Earthrise:' the other famous image from 1968, of earth seen from the vantage of
the moon (Gore 2010) (Fig. 14). The new version (by Open NY, a design studio) also aligns
two heavenly bodies so that Earth is "rising" in the far view. But the Moon has been replaced
by another Earth. The doubling of the Earth visually and conceptually pressures human
centred technologies of vision and perspective by manipulating an image that has itself been
de-naturalized through its own over-circulation. Seeing Earth from Earth - through the lens
of Brand's icon and its history of appropriation of the once-suppressed satellite imagery, as
well as the other newly-mediated practices and images discussed here - offers a new vision
of the Earth as a technologically and anthropogenically produceable site. This is a hopeful,
unnatural closing vision for this essay on how artists concerned with the politics of climate
crisis are pushing representation and data beyond familiar, realist locations and beyond the
mediated and disciplinary rationales of art and science.
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1. See Gonzalez (2002) for a discussion of artistic practices th&t have bee
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on Fend's work with satellite images through Ocean Earth in the 1980s.
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2003 are frequently downloaded from the Geophysical In~titute of t
Fairbanks, In July 2009 the Obama administration declassified hundred
images of Arctic sea ice. However, starting in 2006 satellite images of
online from the European space agency GESA.
4. Although the treaty defends territorial claims, scientific activity has lo!
stand in. For the most recent case of China's role in Antarctica, see Bra(
5. In the Antarctic, a scientific truce remains in effect whereas the Arctic
the site of commercial and territorial conflict, The United States, Canad
the underwater continental shelf in order to stake claims to what are b,
of oil, gas and minerals. See ''Arctic in Retreat" (2008), "World's Lead
"Russians Say" (2007), McCarthy (2008) and Goodenough (2009).
6. See, for example, recent biographies such as Barczewski (2008) and c
(2007).
7. See Craciun (2009) for a call to field formation around "circum
administration limiting touris~ to Antarctica, see "New Limits to An
8. Spufford (1997) traces the lure of the polar regions in Edwardian cultu
the uses of the sublime in art and in inspiring and guiding the choices
Also see Glasberg (2008) and Bloom (2008).
9. Newsweek featured two cover stories on Arctic polar bears during
(2008), Stone (2008).
10. The do cumentary for PBS/Frontline titled Hot Topic (Bull 2007
political and economic forces prevented the US government frorr
change during the Bush era. Also see Oreskes (2004 and 2006).
11. See Banerjee (2008) and Banerjee (2003).
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Figure 14: Op-ed illustration , Open
New York, New York Times, 28
February 2010.

As both Poles face a speeded-up and distorted version of modernization and e ntry into the
global eco nomy, it is cruci al to think knowledgeably, as well as critically, about these regions
around which so m any vit al concerns revolve. As more and more nations and institut io ns
become involved in the either trying to profit from or control access to the shifting ice
of this evolving Circumpolar world, practices of visualization in art and scien ce as well as
politicized and commercialized icon-creation generate both meaning and concern.
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on some of the artists whose work will be examined in this article. See Joselit and Harrison (2008)
on Fend's work with satellite images through Ocean Earth in the 1980s.
Schmidt and Wolfe (2009), offers an array of documentary photographs as well as manipulated
computer-generated images, and varieties of maps, and some charts and graphs documenting the
science of climate change as well as climatically changing environments themselves.
Satellite pictures of Antarctica from the RadarSat satellite system from 1997 and then again in
2003 are frequently downloaded from the Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska,
Fairbanks. In July 2009 the Obama administration declassified hundreds of historical spy satellite
images of Arctic sea ice. However, starting in 2006 satellite images of the Arctic were available
online from the European space agency GESA.
Although the treaty defends territorial claims, scientific activity has long been understood as its
stand in. For the most recent case of China's role in Antarctica, see Brady (2011) .
In the Antarctic, a scientific truce remains in effect whereas the Arctic is increasingly becoming
the site of commercial and territorial conflict. The United States, Canada and Russia are mapping
the underwater continental shelf in order to stake claims to what are believed to be vast deposits
of oil, gas and minerals. See '~rctic in Retreat" (2008), "World's Leading Superpowers" (2007),
"Russians Say" (2007), McCarthy (2008) and Goodenough (2009)
See, for example, recent biographies such as Barczewski (2008) and others reviewed in Alvarez
(2007).
See Craciun (2009) for a call to field formation around "circumpolarity". On the Obama
administration limiting tourism to Antarctica, see "NeVI Limits to Antarctic Tourism" (2009).
Spufford (1997) traces the lure of the polar regions in Edwardian culture with specific attention to
the uses of the sublime in art and in inspiring and guiding the choices ofthe explorers themselves.
Also see Glasberg (2008) and Bloom (2008).
Newsweek featured two cover stories on Arctic polar bears during the summer of 2008: Adler
(2008), Stone (2008).
The documentary for PBS/Frontline titled Hot Topic (Bull 2007) explores how bi-partisan
political and economic forces prevented the US government from confronting global climate
change during the Bush era. Also see Oreskes (2004 and 2006).
See Banerjee (2008) and Banerjee (2003).
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